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a b s t r a c t
We report a quantitative framework to guide the braiding pattern design of multilayer helical assemblies. We
optimize the structural pattern so as to maximize the construction’s resistance to axial loads and concurrently
minimize its torsional propensity. To that extent, we consider helical assemblies comprised of up to ﬁve
layers, for which we identify favorable structural patterns, providing a database that covers most practical
applications.

1. Introduction
Helical assemblies are load carrying structures with applications
ranging from ropes and electricity power transfer cables to tissue
engineering scaffolds (Papailiou 1997; Laurent et al., 2014). While a
large number of studies has been devoted to the analysis of their mechanical properties, the selection of the structural arrangement itself has largely been disregarded, despite its rather detrimental impact on both the operational mechanical response and the structure’s
long term performance. Whereas an experimental retrieval of optimal structural patterns is infeasible, numerical simulations provide
an ideal test-bed for this purpose.
A thorough description of the geometric properties of single, double and triple helical bodies has been provided by Lee (Lee, 1991), an
analysis of primal use for the understanding of the structuring of helical assemblies. Helical assemblies are commonly encountered as substructures of larger constructions. Cable-bridge structures are characteristic examples of this kind, for which the cable tension level and
placement controls the response of the overall construction (Janjic
et al., 2003). Furthermore, helical assemblies are used in electric
power transfer, with their design playing a crucial role in the minimization of power transfer losses (Sullivan, 1999). Their extensive
use necessitated the characterization of their mechanical response,
as the analytical and numerical modeling schemes bibliography indicates, primarily in the context of engineering cables.
Using analytical modeling, Lanteigne provided closed-formed solutions for the quantiﬁcation of the mechanical response of helically
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armored cables upon axial, torsional and bending loads (Lanteigne,
1985). Accordingly, Raoof et al. developed simpliﬁed expressions for
the stiffness coeﬃcients of locked-coil strands (Raoof and Kraincanic,
1998), while Utting and Jones provided a large set of experimental data on single and three layer strands accompanied by closedform stiffness expressions (Utting and Jones 1987a, 1987b). Furthermore, Costello conducted extensive experimental studies to characterize the mechanical response of wire ropes, complementing the experimental analysis with analytical, closed-form expressions for the
structural response (Costello, 1990). Moreover, Sathikh et al. elaborated stiffness matrix coeﬃcients for the axial and torsional strain
response of helical bodies that hold symmetry considerations of
the stiffness matrix (Sathikh et al., 1996), while Karathanasopoulos et al. extended the modeling approach to account for the effect of radial strain with contributions arising from the axial, torsional and bending helix cross section stiffness taken into account
(Karathanasopoulos and Kress, 2015). Finally, the mechanical response of double-helix multi strand constructions to axial and torsional loads was analyzed, under the assumption that their constituents follow a ﬁber type response (Elata et al. 2004; Usabiaga and
Pagalday 2008).
On the numerical modeling side, Jiang et al. estimated the structural properties of two layer strands using a reduced computational
model that took advantage of the structural and loading symmetry
(Jiang and Henshall 2000). Similarly, Stanova et al. worked on the axial stiffness properties of three layered strands (Stanova et al., 2011). A
study on large spiral cables axial load-strain curves and failure loads
was provided by Judge et al., the analysis based on three dimensional
ﬁnite element modeling (Judge et al., 2012).
More recently, helical assembly applications that go beyond the
context of engineering strands have come to the fore. In particular,
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2. Helical assembly modeling and optimization methodology
2.1. Helix geometry
The geometry of the helical assembly is characterized by the individual geometric properties of its constituents. A helix can be described through the following equation, formed with the use of the
Serret–Frenet basis:

X(xn , xb , s) =

⎧ ⎫
⎨X ⎬
Y

⎩ ⎭

= R(s) + xn n + xb b,

−r ≤ xn , xb ≤ r

(1)

Z

where r denotes the radius of the helix cross section and R(s) the centerline position vector of the helical body deﬁned as follows:

Fig. 1. Helical body geometry.

in the ﬁeld of biomechanical engineering, helically braided scaffolds
have been used for the restoration of tendon and ligament tissue
(Laurent et al., 2014). Moreover, the development of artiﬁcial and biological material based applications such as nanotube helical ropes,
has asked for a deeper understanding of their mechanical response,
with bottom-up structural response models appearing in the literature (Zhao et al., 2014).
A signiﬁcant number of studies have been devoted to assess the
impact of loading bounds on the endurance and long-term functionality of helical assemblies. Argatov worked on the effect of interwire contact deformation of single layer rope strands making use of
asymptotic modeling (Argatov, 2011). Alani et al. studied the correlation between the mean axial loading and the endurance limits of
helical assemblies, to point out substantial variations associated with
the helix angle selection of the individual layers (Alani and Raoof,
1997). Giglio et al. (Giglio and Manes, 2005) derived a linkage between the fatigue life and the stress state of ropes that are subject to
axial and bending loads, suggesting that their bounds are directly related to fretting damage phenomena (Hobbs and Raoof, 1994). Finally,
Chaplin performed a number of experimental studies that quantiﬁed
the effect of different loading patterns on the life endurance of spiral
ropes, illustrating the role of torsional loads as a failure mechanism
(Chaplin, 2008).
The current work is structured as follows: We describe the engineering of a broad spectrum of helical assembly constructions comprised of up to ﬁve layers (Section 2). Amongst all possible structures,
we identify torsionally counterbalanced arrangements of high axial
stiffness for two, three, four and ﬁve layer constructions (Section 3,
Appendix A). We comment on the retrieved optimal braiding patterns
and conclude in Section 4.

⎧
⎫
⎨α cos ϕ ⎬

s
R(s) = α sin ϕ , ϕ = , γ = α 2 + b2 ,
γ
⎩
⎭
bϕ
b = α tan θ , h = 2π b

(2)

In Eq. 2, a stands for the helix centerline position and b for the
rise along the central axis of the helix per unit angular evolution ϕ
upon which the helix height h for a period evolution is computed.
The Serret–Frenet local base vectors are deﬁned as follows:

⎡

− cos ϕ

⎡

⎤

n = ⎣ − sin ϕ ⎦,

b=

0

1

γ

b sin ϕ

⎤

⎡

−α sin ϕ

⎤

⎣−b cos ϕ ⎦, t = 1 ⎣ α cos ϕ ⎦
γ
b
α

(3)

Fig. 1 schematically depicts the introduced parametrization.
2.2. Multilayer helical assembly parameter search space
We subsequently deﬁne the parameter space of the helical assemblies. For each helical layer, the cross section radius of the individual
helical bodies ri is allowed to vary by a maximum of 50% with respect to the radius of the core of the structure rc , thus 0.5 ≤ ri /rc ≤
1.5. The layer centerline position of each layer i, named as ai is deﬁned as a function
of the radius of all helical bodies in the different
i
and of the core radius rc , as schematically illustrated
layers j, r j
j=1

in Fig. 2. The helix angle of each layer θ i is accordingly considered to
vary within [70° 85° ]. The angle selection allows for the constituents
of the assembly to be primarily subject to normal rather than shearing stresses, while it guaranties a high axial strength for the overall
construction. Furthermore, we allow for different layer orientation

Fig. 2. Multilayer helical assembly geometry.
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Table 1
Range of parameters considered for the different layers.
Layer i

θ i (° )

α i /rc

Ni

Ori

Core
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

90
[70 85]
[70 85]
[70 85]
[70 85]
[70 85]

/
[1.5 2.5]
[2.5 5.5]
[3.5 8.5]
[4.5 11]
[5.5 14]

1
[5 9]
[8 28]
[10 45]
[12 64]
[14 80]

/
+/–
+/–
+/–
+/–
+/–

Table 2
Two, three and four layer assembly considered orientation
combinations.

Orientation
combinations

Two layer

Three layer

+–

–++
+–+
++–

Four layer
+–++
++−+
+++–
––++
+––+
+–+–

Table 3
Five layer assembly orientation combinations.

Orientation
combinations

++–++
+++–+
++++–
––+++

+––++
++––+
+++––
–+–++

–++–+
–+++–
+–+–+
+–++–
++–+–

combinations Ori . Each layer can follow either a right or a left handed
directionality (+/−).
The left part of Fig. 2 depicts a two layer helical assembly with its
internal structuring illustrated at the right hand side of the graph. The
Section A-A is a section normal to the axis Z along which the helical
assembly develops:
The geometric search space bounds for each of the parameters
are summarized in Table 1 for helical assemblies comprised of up
to ﬁve layers. The limiting number of helical bodies Ni positioned at
each layer can be readily retrieved upon trigonometric considerations
elaborated in Section 2.3.
The orientation combinations studied for a two, three and four
layer assembly are enlisted in Table 2.
Respectively, the orientation combinations for a ﬁve layer structure are summarized in Table 3.
It needs to be noted that equi-directional combinations have been
excluded as no torsionally balanced constructions can arise. Further-

3

more, opposite polarity orientation combinations with respect to the
enlisted ones have not been taken into account, since the minimization of the total arising moment is of sole interest.
2.3. Geometrically feasible constructions
We constrain the parameter space of the layered arrangements so
as to allow only for compact constructions in their radial and circumferential braiding pattern. Since the retrieval of the feasible constructions is non-trivial, we provide a calculation scheme that obtains the
geometric boundaries of the helical bodies.
The helix boundaries can be demarcated by the intersection of the
Cartesian plane Z=0 with Eq. 1, which yields:





cos ϕ ∗
sin ϕ ∗
b
α
= (α − xn )
+ xb
, ϕ∗ = −
x
∗
∗
γ
b
γ b
sin ϕ
− cos ϕ
Y

 
X

(4)

The circumferential margin C of the helix intersection with plane Z
= 0 is subsequently calculated. To that extent, the local cross section
coordinates (xn , xb ) of the point C are computed using the tangent
point C of the circular helix cross section (Fig. 3 a), as follows:

r

 = 90o − θ ,
 ,
θcp = arcsin , θcp
|xn | = r cos θcp
cp
α

|xb | = r sin θcp

(5)

The bounds of each helical body are thereafter obtained through
the central angular domain 2 ψ (Fig. 3 b) formed by the margins of
the above deﬁned area (Eq. 4):



2 ψ = 2 arctan

|Yc |
|Xc |



(6)

The central angular domain is subsequently used to determine
the geometric parameter space combination (α i /rc , θ i , Ni ) for which
a complete layer is formed. More speciﬁcally, for a certain helix index value α i /rc , the values of θ i are computed for which the division
of a complete angle 2 π with the central angular domain 2 ψ yields
integer values corresponding to the number of wires Ni for which a
complete layer is formed. In Fig. 4 we illustrate the structuring of the
feasible helical arrangements:
The analysis has been conducted with the following parameter
discretizations. The helix angle θ ° has been discretized with a step
of 0.01° while the helix index α i /rc using a 0.001 step for the ﬁrst
innermost layer and a 0.01 step for all subsequent layers apart from
the outermost, ﬁfth layer, for which a 0.1 step has been used. In the
resulting discrete feasible parameter space, the possible states are already in the order of tens of thousands for two layer constructions,
following an exponential increase with each additional layer introduced. To retrieve the optimal constructions (Section 2.5), we exhaustively computed the structural response of all arising structures

Fig. 3. Geometric bounds: (a) cross section, (b) helical body.
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Fig. 4. Tree diagram representation of feasible construction paths.

(Section 2.4) in order to allow for a search of the entire parameter
space (Brute force search). The approach readily allows us to perform
a thorough statistical assessment of the favorable layer orientation
combinations as elaborated in Section 3.1.
2.4. Helical assembly mechanical modeling

k


Ni Fi z ,

MT =

i=1

k


Ni Mi z Ori

(7)

i=1

fe

where the contribution of the central core is given as Fcore = EAc z =
E π z , E being the elastic material modulus and  z the axial strain applied, deﬁned as z = δ h/h. The axial force and moment contribution
Fiz and Miz of each helical constituent is computed with the use of analytical, closed-form expressions provided in (Karathanasopoulos and

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0

++- +-+ -++



Fiz = EAi s3 +



The different helical assembly structural arrangements have been
parametrically constructed setting the core radius rc to unity. The total axial force FT and moment MT developed along the central axis
Z of the helical assembly (Fig. 2) is calculated superposing the contributions of the construction’s constituents for each helical layer, as
follows:

F T = Fcore +

Kress, 2015). The corresponding expressions are provided for completeness below:

0

EIi

αi

s3 c 4 +
2

Mi z = EAi αi cs2 −

EIi

αi

GJi

αi

sc6
2



z

s2 c3 (1 + s2 ) +

GJi

αi

s4 c 3



(8)

z

In Eq. 8, Ai , Ii and Ji stand for the geometric attributes of the cross
section of a helical body positioned at layer i, namely for the helix
cross sectional area, the second moment and the polar moment of
inertia (Ii = π ri 4 /4, J = 2I). Moreover, c and s stand for the cos θ i and
sin θ i respectively (θ i being the helix angle of a wire positioned at
layer i, Fig. 1), while α i stands for the centerline position of the helix
(Eq. 2).
For the computations, the linear elastic material modulus E appearing in Eq. 8 has been set to unity, while the Poisson ratio was set to
ν = 0.3 for the shear modulus G to be computed (G = E/(2(1 + ν))).
The computations have been made for a linear strain z = 0.01. Finally, we note that Eq. 7 neglects any friction between the wires.

+-++ ++-+ +++-

--++

+--+

+-+-

Fig. 5. Eﬃciency factor statistics for three (left) and four (right) layer constructions.
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2.5. Helical assembly optimality criteria

axial stiffness of the structural arrangement:

The identiﬁcation of favorable structural arrangements hinges
upon the following structural objectives. We favor structures that

fe =

T

1. Maximize the axial stiffness κAh = Fz , or respectively its normalized counterpart κA∗h , with the normalization carried out with respect to the stiffness of a rod of the same total cross sectional area
and material (EAR ).
2. Minimize the resulting moment MT , or respectively its normalT
T
is the maximum arising toized form M∗ = MT , where MMax
MMax

tal moment within the considered structural arrangements, discretely for a two, three, four or ﬁve layer structure.
The above objectives (o) can be written as follows:



o=

κA∗h = κAh /EAR

(↑)

T
M∗ = MT /MMax

(↓)

(9)

fe

fe

Assuming equal weights amongst the two structural objectives,
we can combine them in the form of an eﬃciency factor fe that is deﬁned as the quotient of the normalized moment over the normalized
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

++-++

+++-+

++++-

M∗

κA∗h

(↓)

(10)

The above factor allows for a classiﬁcation of the different structural patterns, where favorable constructions are characterized by efﬁciency factors that approach zero. To avoid sub-optimal axial stiffness constructions, we bound the normalized axial stiffness to be
above 0.85.
3. Optimal structural arrangement patterns
3.1. Favorable layer orientation combinations
In order to quantify the effect of the different layer orientation
combinations, we present statistics on the respective eﬃciency factors fe . Regarding two layer constructions, the eﬃciency factor mean
value is f¯e = 0.39 with its inter-quantile range being [ fe |0.25 fe |0.75 ] =
[0.22 0.53]. As regards three and four layer constructions, the mean
eﬃciency factor values f¯e and inter-quantile ranges are presented in
Fig. 5.

--+++

+--++

++--+

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

-+-++

-++-+

-+++-

5

+-+-+

+-++-

+++--

++-+-

Fig. 6. Eﬃciency factor statistics for ﬁve layer constructions.

Fig. 7. Two layer assembly optimal structural patterns.
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Fig. 8. Three layer assembly optimal structural patterns, orientation combination ++−.

Fig. 9. Four layer assembly optimal structural patterns, orientation combination +++−.
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The respective values for ﬁve layer assemblies are depicted in
Fig. 6.
In Sections 3.2–3.4 as well as in the Appendix A, we provide a subset of optimal structural patterns. The full set of the identiﬁed favorable structural arrangements is provided as supplementary material.
3.2. Two layer construction
In Fig. 7 favorable two layer constructions with corresponding efﬁciency factor values fe in the lowest 2% quantile are depicted.
3.3. Three layer construction
In Fig. 8 we present favorable three layer constructions with eﬃciency factor values fe in the lower 0.5% quantile for two inner equidirectional layers followed by an outermost layer of opposite directionality:
3.4. Four layer construction
In Fig. 9 we portray favorable four layer constructions with eﬃciency factor values fe in the lowest 0.01% quantile for the layer orientation combination of three inner equi-directional layers enclosed
by an opposite directionality outermost layer.
3.5. On the optimality bounds of helical assemblies comprised of layers
with helical bodies of quasi-equal cross section radius
In certain applications (e.g. engineering metallic strands (Stanova
et al., 2011), quasi-equal cross section radius values (ri ) have been employed, up to a 2% difference with respect to the core radius. Tables 4
to 7 provide favorable structural arrangements for up to ﬁve layer helical assembly constructions in the above reduced parameter space:
It needs to be noted that even though the above structural patterns are the optimal constructions identiﬁed in the above constrained parameter space, their eﬃciency factor values are more than
three orders of magnitude worse than the absolute optimal ones retrieved for the entire parametric space (Table 1).

Table 4
Two layer assembly.
List

a1 /rc

θ 1 (° )

N1

a2 /rc

θ 2 (° )

N2

Or

1

1.984

81.60

6

4.00

84.31

12

+−

Table 5
Three layer assembly.
List

a1|2|3 /rc

θ 1|2|3 (° )

N1|2|3

Or

1

1.983|3.96|5.96

81.34|74.72|77.38

6|12|18

++−

7

4. Discussion and conclusions
An eﬃciency quantiﬁcation of the different layer orientation combinations has been provided in Figs. 5 and 6, designating the structurally favorable weaving patterns. The ﬁgures suggest that structuring the helical assembly upon layers of alternating directionality does
not yield on average the most favorable constructions, as the torsional
moment counterbalancing is non linearly dependent on the associated geometric parameters.
Furthermore, Figs. 7–9 illustrate that constructions made up of
layers of quasi-equal helix cross sections do not yield eﬃciency factors in the same order of magnitude as the optimal retrieved ones. In
other words, extending the design parameter space constitutes a necessity for optimal helical constructions to be retrieved, while resorting to constructions comprised of four or ﬁve layers not only broadens the available optimal design constructions but allows for the engineering of constructions of considerably low eﬃciency factors.
It should be noted that even though the current study provides
a complete enumeration of favorable structural arrangements of up
to 5 helical layers, covering most practical applications, extension
to structures of a higher layering is also feasible. However, the feasible parameter space increases exponentially with each additional
layer, making a brute force calculation of optimal patterns computationally intractable. One would then have to use dynamic optimization techniques to explore the hybrid discrete-continuum parameter
search space such as reinforcement learning (Gosavi, 2009), extensions which are outside the scope of the current work .
In the current analysis we employed equal weights amongst axial loading eﬃciency and torsional counter balancing, as dictaded by
the deﬁnition of the eﬃciency factor. However, an introduction of
weights amongst the two objectives is possible so as to tailor accordingly the selection of the optimal structural pattern.
The selection of the structural pattern constitutes a primal design
step with a considerable impact on the functionality and endurance
of the helical assembly. An optimal structural pattern yields a lower
internal loading that allows for the minimization of related fatigue
and wear phenomena. Such a design leads to the improvement of the
mechanical performance and the prolongation of the structure’s life
expectancy, attributes strongly related to cost effective structural solutions.
To conclude, we presented a scheme for the quantiﬁcation and selection of favorable structural patterns. Helical assembly constructions of up to ﬁve layers were parsed for the favorable parameter
space to be identiﬁed, furnishing an extended database of optimal
structural arrangements that covers a wide range of practical applications. We anticipate the current work to function not only as a reference but also as a general working framework in the optimization
of helical assembly constructions.
Acknowledgments

Table 6
Four layer assembly.
List

a1|2|3|4 /rc

θ 1|2|3|4 (° )

N1|2|3|4

Or

1
2

1.986|4.00|6.03|8.03
1.994|4.02|6.04|8.03

82.15|83.72|72.43|83.34
84.86|81.79|84.90|83.59

6|12|18|25
6|12|19|25

++−+
+++−

Table 7
Five layer assembly.
a1|2|3|4|5 /rc

θ 1|2|3|4|5 (° )

N1|2|3|4|5

Or

1.991|4.01|6.01|7.98|9.98
1.991|4.00|6.00|7.98|9.98

83.71|82.5|78.5|73.6|73.3
83.71|79.6|82.7|73.6|82.0

6|12|19|24|30
6|12|19|24|31

++++−
+−+−+
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Appendix A. Optimal structural arrangements
The most favorable structural arrangements retrieved upon the
hereby considered parametric space for a three layer helical assembly
are provided in Table A.8.
Accordingly, a list of the most favorable structural arrangements
retrieved upon the hereby considered parametric space for a four
layer helical assembly is provided in Table A.9
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Table A.8
Three layer assembly optimal structural arrangements.
List

a1|2|3 /rc

θ 1|2|3 (° )

N1|2|3

Or

1
2

1.517|2.80|4.50
2.372|4.62|6.93

84.85|76.56|83.13
77.40|77.05|82.54

9|11|15
5|16|15

++−
+−+

Table A.9
Four layer assembly optimal structural arrangements.
List

a1|2|3|4 /rc

θ 1|2|3|4 (° )

N1|2|3|4

Or

1
2
3
4

1.966|4.23|6.14|7.75
1.730|3.31|4.81|6.36
2.393|4.76|6.74|9.05
1.580|3.06|4.49|6.42

77.72|83.43|78.96|81.15
75.12|82.58|71.54|71.51
80.18|78.55|73.23|74.46
72.32|71.28|78.23|78.23

6|10|31|24
7|12|22|21
5|15|20|21
8|10|26|14

++−+
+++−
+−−+
+−+−

Table A.10
Five layer assembly optimal structural arrangements.
a1|2|3|4|5 /rc

θ 1|2|3|4|5 (° )

N1|2|3|4|5

Or

1.721|3.94|6.94|9.14|11.04
1.517|2.78|4.72|6.81|8.41
1.708|3.09|4.32|5.78|7.48
2.321|4.37|6.15|8.40|10.30
1.916|3.78|5.64|7.45|9.45

73.35|83.4|75.8|72.0|76.0
84.85|72.3|76.3|75.8|78.8
71.06|77.0|83.7|71.0|81.7
72.32|73.8|79.2|73.2|84.7
71.53|75.6|78.3|74.4|74.8

7|8|14|39|28
9|11|12|23|37
7|14|24|19|29
5|18|18|21|46
6|12|19|25|26

+++−+
++++−
++−−+
+−+−+
+−++−

Finally, favorable structural patterns for a ﬁve layer construction
are provided in Table A.10.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material associated with this article can be found,
in the online version, at 10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2015.09.023
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